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."1 do not propose to write an ode to dejection, but to brag as lustily as chanticleer in he mor "ng,

standing on his roost, if only to wake my neighbors up."

Red Cross may

--Henry Da id Thorea

ee

by Benjamin Gleason
in Horry County. One is located on Highway 501 to serve
Man a gin9 f d ; tor
Horry County, while the one on the yrtle Beach Air Force
During a time of war, many volunteer organizations Base specifically serves the Air Force.
• become more active to meet the needs of the public.
Red Cross chapters across the country are being asked
The Horry County chapter of the American Red Cross to furnish blood for Operation Desert Stooo. The Horry
is campaigning to fulfill the needs of both the public and the County chapter is not obligated to hip blood to the Middle
military.
East as yet, but it could get the order to do so in the future.
There is also a distinct possibility that the Horry
The Red Cross has teamed up with the National Guard ,
of South Carolina to conduct support group meetings for County region could gain the responsibility of furnishing
families and fri~ds havjng to deal with anxiety from loved blood to veteran ho itals throughout the state tha would
ones in combat situations.
directly receive war wounded.
The hi-monthly meetings are designed to let people
Varnadore poin out that it i iroperati e that Horry
share their expenences with others that are familiar WIth County be prepared to absorb extra req ests £ blood and
what they are going through. The goal of the meetin s is to still maintain 11 large enough supply to properly serve th
let people know that they are not alone and that a good wa
Grand Strand and Waccamaw regions.
10 understand suc'h unfamiliar feelings as those associated
There has been good response for donating throughollt
with war is to share them with others.
the area so far. The bloodmobile has been boo ed for three
Ellen Varnadore, aRed Cross coordinator ofemergency months in advance, but she wants to stress that it is important
and support services for the Horry County chapter, says that to meet quotas set for each bloodmobile visit.
For example, when the bloodmobile was at Coastal on
all family members and friends are encouraged to come but
the general public could also benefit from attending the October 29,43 units of blood were taken, but the Red Cros
meetings.
goal was 60 units. In event the quota is not met, it must
The group meets in Building 200, Classroom 16, on the met by other sources during the year or else a blood shortage
Conway campus of Horry-Georgetown Technical College. begins.
The meetings are held every other Tuesday and begin at 7:00
According to Varnadore blood is used more frequentl
p.m. , the next two sessions will be held February 12 and.26. during the approaching flu season, the inter holiday seaIn addition to providing suppon for the public, the Red son and the summer. Approximately 450 units of blood per
Cross is increasing public awareness about the need for month are required to meet demand in June, July and
donated blood during the Gulf conflict
August
This statistic has the Red Cross co cemed by the
Varnadore says that there are two Red Cross chapters

reakdo n ofT

by Brian McGuire
Editor in Chief
Hard-earned money changes hands when students pay
their tuition and fees. Full-time tuition is now $960. Where
exactly is this money spent?
According to the office of fiscal affair, full-time (Udents' tuition dollars are filtered into six major accounts.
Student activity fees are divided into two accounts D900 and D-915.
irty dollars of the $960 is used to £ nif Da
studentacuvity account This mone is divided be ween the
tudent Govemmen As lauon (SGA), hich receives
21,andtheStudentmediacommlltee, ich ecei es 9.
SGA uses its allocation to fund the student clubs and

Red ero s chap ter on Highw y 50 I.

saying," e're 100 do
Carolina. "
Th b oodmobil
11
Fe mary 14, from 10:00 a.m.
Studen Center.

•

Campus Union. The Media Committee distribute i nin
dollars amongst the student publications---Archarios,
Atheneum, and The Chanticleer.
to
Five dollars of the full-time stu ent's fees g
other student activity accoun D-915,adiscretionary ccount
administered by the associate chancellor for student affairs
Dr. Bob Squatriglia. The account's money is used to fund
rding
activities provided fo students. Someexamp e
to Squatriglia are career fairs, leadership wor
partial financm of CODay and Umversity 101 clas

x-
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Editorial...
Coastal men's basketball is stirring a
surprising amount of excitement. The
crowd's participation has increased by about
twenty decibels. The stands are nearly
packed for every game in the "chicken coop."
The home games have become wellrounded, fine exhibitions of athletic entertainment.
The credit must go to the basketball
team. In my opinion, they are the best hoopshooters in the Big South Conference. The

bottom line is that they win. That is usually
a good reason to go watch the game. It
wouldn't be any fun to go to a game at
Charleston Southern. That is unless, of
course, the Chants were playing, because
whether a fan or not, a spectator cannot deny
the awesome quintet.
That is why people turn out for the
games. But a basketball team or coach, no
matter how good they are, cannot control
who shows up to cheer or sneer. Fortunately, the fans are in it this year. Last year
was allright, but let's face it-it's fun to see
Captain KTO tangle with the chicken mascot in a wrestling match. I'm proud to be a
student of Coastal Carolina when I see the

word "CHANTS" spelled on the bellies of
five humble fans.
Kappa Tau Omega, the newly introduced social fraternity, brought with it a
phenomenal amount of cheering, sneeting,
clapping, and stomping to the basketball
games. Bravo!
Surprisingly and fortunately enough,
Sigma Phi Epsilon and Kappa Tau Omega
seem to get along fairly well. Not to say that
these men are the only good fans, but when
these two groups of courageous characters
gather in the stands, it provides for a clamoring cheering section.
With the introduction of another social
frat, perhaps other groups have become a bit

mor, motivated Whatever the reason, the
result is agreeable.
Hats off to the pep squad. The chance
for the band's existence was looking slim in .
the beginning of the season. Although it is
a small group, any music is better than none.
The cheerleaders are better than ever.
Anyone who haS been here for four years or
more can vouch for that.
The entire men's basketball experience
at Coastal seem to be at a crest. Exelent fans
are avidly supporting a team that is more
than worthy of it.

Letters to the Editor
Dear Editor,
but to this very day I don't understand the wording of that
I am writing to you in order to lodge a complaint against sign. It still reads the same!
security.
Today, January 30, remembering the explanation I was
During the fall of 1990 I was ticketed for disobeying a given, I thought I would be quite safe if! parked my car away
parking sign. The sign read "NO Parking beyond this limit" from that sign and clear away from the grassy strip that leads
the key word being beyond. As it turned out however, to the dorms. Wrong! I was ticketed for the very same
"beyond" also meant in front of, forgive me for not realizing reason as before. How did the other three cars which were
this.
parked closer to that sign and closer to the road than I get
Dip I mention I was parked a good 300 yards a way from away with it? By the way, the spot I parked in last semester
the sign?
and got ticketed for is perfectly acceptable for parking now.
Anyway, I begrudgingly paid my ticket, but at the same It's still close to that sign, however, and as close to that
time asked for an explanation about the wording of that sign. grassy strip leading down to the dOfl!1s as it ever was. Any
The explanation was, "no parking beyond, or near, or chance of reimbursement?
Just wanted to mention it.
anywhere along that strip that runs down past the Science
Sincerely,
Building toward the dorms because there were students that
Brenda
Locke
live in the dorm who are in wheelchairs." Fair enough, I
thought, I really do understand the part about the students,

CINCINNATI'S

CONTEMPORARY
ARTS CENTER
DIRECTOR

DENNIS

BARRIE

Where is "Away?"
Karin Wiechert, staff member, writes a regular column concerning the environment.
Do the members of your household still maintain
the idea that when you throw something in the garbage you
have thrown it "away"? Or maybe to you it is "away" when
you take that bag of trash out to the dumpster. But did you
ever stop to think where "away" really is?
It wasn't long ago when we assumed there was
more than enough room on planet Earth for us and our
garbage. But as the population expanded and the smell of
the landfills drifted over resedential areas, people began to
realize that "away" wasn't far enough.
At some point we turned to the oceans. In our
minds that seemingly endless expanse of water could easily
assimilate anything our little society could produce, but
when sewer sludge and medical waste washed up on our
beaches, some of us began to wonder just how far "away"
really was.
Now, with agricultural byproducts, industrial
chemicals, and our own sewage leaching into the water
table, we are forced to reconsider our definition of "away."
Most landfills were once balanced ecosystems, as
were nuclear waste sites and now-polluted oceans, streams,
and lakes. The air that once supported life is now an
important factor in destroying it. With all of this information now common knowledge to nearly all Americans, we
still vainly search for a new place to call "away."

As we learn more about our environment, w.e have
come to understand one simple fact there is no such thing
as "away" and we must completely re-evaluate our way of
life to accommodate the world we live in.
At the beginning of last month, Horry County took
the first step toward the environmental solution by instituting a voluntary recycling program. Recycling bins are
located in various places around the county including Myrtle
Beach and Conway areas. Recyclable materials accepted
include newspaper; plastic bottles; clear, brown and green
glass; and aluminim cans.
There are also a number of groups on campus
involved in recycling. They include the Society of the
Undersea World which has placed receptacles, in the Science Building and Keams Hall for aluminum cans, and the
Numbers and Bytes Club, which recycles paper from the
computer labs.
Our next step is to re-evaluate the products we buy
and throwaway each day. The materials used and the way
in which many products are packaged makes them difficul~
or impossible to recycle. In most cases we do not need the
double- and triple-wrapping nor the wasteful packaging
many companies use for the sole purpose of making their
products more attractive to the buyer. We can do without
stryofoam: it is non-biodegradable and the manufacturing

process pollutes the atmosphere and depletes the ozone.
Nor do we need the glossy covers of magazines which
prevent them from being recycled. These are just a few of
the things we must consider everyday.
.
As consumers, we are powerful. We have a voice
and we are heard We cannot blame big business as we have
done in the past because they are only supplying the prod- '
ucts we demand in the form we are most likely to accept. '
Each of us can malCe a ilifference. By boycotting
the companies whose policies endanger our environment,
and supporting environmentally concious companies, we
speak a language they will understand. We will be heard It
is this kind of public outcry that put "dolphin-safe" tuna on
the market
As consumers we must stay informed and use this
information to evaluate our habits and make changes where
they.are necessary.
We can go on blaming past generations but one
fact remains: We are the generation burdened with the
responsibility of the fate of the earth. How it turns out is
entirely up to us.
If you have suggestions, comments or information
that you would like to pass on, please contact me through the
Chanticleer, Room 202 of the Student Center.

FORUM
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ATTENTION: Freshman and Sophomore Students

MONEY FOR COLLEGE
IS ALL AROU D YOU

Important
Corrections
to 1990 SC
Tax Retur s

IF ... YOU K OW
WHERE TO LOOK ..
o Matter What Your Grades
alter
a Yo r FamOly

No

E
ACT
OW.

f the

ort orm

... GUARA
For Free I
C lor

ou d

FORM
1.) In the secuon for adjustments to income a line a
deleted aUo ing deductIon or elf-em 10 m nt
Scratch through on of the lines 41-44 hich do not a p y
to ou wnte in "Self-Employment Tax in place 0 h t i

current! yon the line, and write the dollar am untallo ed b
the ederal government In the blan pro vi ed.
2.) Line 50 of SCI040
should read: "Itemized deduction from line 27 (not line 26) of federal Schedule A minus
tate income taxe from 'orksheet on page 9 and/or other
expenses. Enter thi amount or if not itemizing, enter the
standard deduction from federal return line 34, 1040· line 19
(not line 16), 1040A. '
3.) Line51 should read: "Enter the total amount of person al
exemptions from federal tax return line 36 1040· line 21
(not line 18 , 1040: or line 4 1040 FZ."
Make the same corrections as listed above in the instructions contained in the nonresident form booklet
4.) Instructions on page 6 of the forms booklet under Line
34 should read: ''Those part-year South Carolina residents
who have reported pension or annuity income on line 33 (not
line 34), column B... "
FORM 460 COMPlITATIO OF NET LO G TERM
GAIN CREDIT FORM
1.) Disregard the third paragraph in the instructions found
on the back of the form. This paragraph reads, "An agreement

with a stock broker to sell stock does not constitute a written
contract of sale. A written contract of sale must be directly
between the buyer and the seller." In Revenue Ruling #911, the Tax Commission ruled that it would 2 r..cept a conflfmation statement issued to the seller by the broker as evident
that the transaction qualifies as a "wriuen contract of sale."
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ENTERTAINMENT

Let's Do Lunch
by Oebbie R8hn 8nd Trici8 Gr8nt

WE'RE BACK!!!-the bargain lunch hunters are on
the prowl. We decided that our own cafeteria needs to be
rated.
For those of you who don't frequent the Student Center,
the cafeteria is located in the back of the building. You need
to save yourself some money and some gas and come by and
try lunch. The cafeteria offers a daily lunch special for $3 .50
which includes three vegetables, a main course, and a small
drink. Not bad for $3.50. The menu varies from day to day.
If you are not into a hot meal for that day, you can eat from
the salad bar for $1.25 (small) or $2.00 (large). Various
sandwiches and assorted types of short order items are
available.
RAHN: I had a large salad with a large drink for under
$3.00. The salad is as good as what you'd get at Wendy's,
but at a lower price.

Location *****
Price
****
Service *****
Aunosphere *****
Food Quality ***
GRANT: I had one of the specials - fried shrimp, rice,
candied yams, and fried okra - with 7-Up ... all for $3.47.
Location ***** You're already here, right?
***** Best price for quantity of food
Price
anywhere.
Service ***** Shirley and Susie always speak and
smile when they ring you up.
Aunosphere *** It ain't Fatback's, but it's clean and
there's a great view of one of the prettiest parts of the
campus.
Food Quality **** There's a lot of good food. Some
is still fried in grease, but alternatives are available.

1/
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Coastal's
production
of liThe
Mouseirap"
will be March
1, 2, & 3
.

.'\.

./

usic To Live By
by David M. Schulz

The following is a non-comprehensive listing of alternative music (a term used very loosely here). If you're sick
and tired of the same old plOdding retreads that spew from
the radio, then give these bands/records a try. Granted, much
of what is listed here you wont be able to find at your local
"Scam Goodie" or at "The Record Barn," but if you're a bit
patient, you can go to the only record store on the beach that
still carries vinyl (Sounds Familiar) and have them order it
for you if they don't already have it Or if you want to find
the really underground stuff (marked below with an asterisk), you can send $1.00 to Blacklist Mailorder (47 5 Valencia
St., San Francisco, CA 94103) for their extensive catalogue.
They are a non-profit organization whose workers are all
volunteers, and they are dedicated to giving independent
labels distribution around the world Their prices are 20%30% above wholesale, which means that LPs cost YQu
$5.00-$6.00.
Enough of my bantering-here's the list!
Rush-Perhaps one of the best bands of all time.
Hailing from Toronto, they have consistently been churning
out albums since 1974, which have ranged from hardedged, blues-based rock, to highly technical orchestrations,
and as of late, to the very melodic stuff they've put out
recently. Recommended Listening-"Caress of Stee~'
(1975), "2112" (1976), "Hemispheres" (1978), "Moving
Pictures" (1981), "Signals" (1982).
Queensryche-While "Mudley Crud" and "Guns and
Posers" are putting the name of Metal to shame, this quintet
from Seattle, WA are a constant reminder that the good stuff
is still to be found Their earlier stuff has an almost Gothic
feel to it, while their latest release "Empire" has a more
technical andrefmed feel to it. Recommended Listening"The Warning" (1984), "Operation: Mindcrime" (1988).
The Cars-Here I'm referring only to their first two
albums which are gems. These guys did excellent New
Wav':, before New Wave merged with disco and became
'80s dance music (yech!). Recommended Listening-"The

more than three chords and the lyrics will incite some pretty
Cars" (1978), "Candy-O" (1979).
Dead Kennedys-While they didn't invent punk, Jello deep political/philosophical probing. Problem is, they broke
Biafra and the DKs helped to shape the political side of punk up years ago and yoU,U have a helluva time finding their
and haidcore. Although they are now defunct, the lyrics live records. Good luck! Recommended Listening-"From The
on and are just as pertinent today as they were when they Cradle To The Grave" (1), ''The Day The Country Died" (?).
*Plan 9-1 know virtually nothing about this band
were first written. Check them out! Recommended Listening-"Fresh Fruit For Rotting Vegetables (1980), "In other than that there are nine members (hence the name) and
that they are one the most diverse bands I know of. They play
God We Trust, Inc." (1984), "Frankenchrist" (1985).
Black Flag-These guys have a reputation all their an interesting blend of blues, funk, jazz, rock, punk, indusown, and the music speaks for itself, so go out and buy their trial and utter weirdness. Prepare to melt your amplifier!
records or be forever condemned to a life of Depeche Mode Recommended Listening-"Keep Your Cool And Read
and the Culture Club. Recommended Listening -"Six The Rules" (1985).
*Screeching Weasel-This is one of those bands whose
Pack" (1980), "Family Man" (1984), "Slip It In" (1984).
*NoMeansNo-This unusual band from Vancouver, records keep getting better the more you listen to them.
BC is currently my favorite, as they are undoubtedly one o~ These guys, led by the infamo I Ben Weasel, hailing from
the tightest and most emotional bands I've ever heard. the Windy City, play a most pleasing style of punk that
They've been together since 1980, with a slew of releases to doesn't compromise. What you get is hilarious lyrics, strong
their name, and their music can only be described as jazzy melodies, shorter hardcore blasts, and the raw punch you
pu~. Sexual themes and abuse abound in the lyrics, as you would expect of a band from a place as harsh as their music
might guess from their name, yet they come across, not in a is. Recommended Listening-"Boogadaboogadaboogada"
preachy way, but in a way that conveys the emotion and (1988).
*Antiseen-I've seen these guys live many times, and
frustration of such themes. Recommended Listening"YouKillMe"(1985), "Sex Mad" (1987), "Wrong" (1989). each time I'm left nearly deaf from their brutal attack on the
The Specials-I first heard these guys about two months senses. In fact, after the frrst time I saw them, my ears rang
ago and, boy, what I was missing! This is some really groovy for three days. Let me v.;am you; these guys are no pansies.
ska/reggae/funk with a ' 50s feel to it-see for yourself! Their music can be easily described by the name of one of
their songs: "Destructo Rock." Enter at your own risk.
Recommended Listening-''The Specials" (1980).
Sonic Youth-If weirdness is what you like, this NYC Recommended Listening-''The Drastic EP" (1985),
four-piece (who stiU haven't learned to tune their guitars) . "Honour Among Thieves" (1988), "Two Headed Dog"
is for you. They take off where the Doors would have left off (1990).
*Bazooka Joe-This is hardcore punk from Myrtle
had Mr. Mojo Risin' been a punker. Recommended LisBeach, of all places. Although they're laying a bit low right
tening-"Confusion Is Sex" (1983), "Evol" (1986).
*Social Distortion-These veterans from LA playa now, you can expect a full-length LP in the spring or
nice groovy kind of punk with a '50s feel to it. Although summer. There is a common anti-war message in the lyrics,
their latest release didn't do much for me, their earlier stuff as well as anti-sexist, anti-religion and anti -ignorance themes.
is well worth checking out Recommended Listening- Their live shows are a blast, too. Recommended Listening-''Pastor of Muppets" (1988), "Send In the Klowns"
"Mommy's Little Monster" (1984).
*Subhumans-Real punk music, real punk lyrics, (1989).
both in the UK style. What's nice here is that they can play

ENTERTAIN~IE~TT

Joe Bob G
fifty movies come out in the last ten years about the antiwife. And one of the best ones I've ever seen - the one that
kinda sums up the whole anti-wife phenomenon - is called

. I have one ex-wife ... naw, excuse me, she's not an exwife,.she's the an~-wife. The anti-wife used to show up in
my mghtmares, WIth purple four-inch Lee Press-on Nails
~reaming at me to pick up her sister at the airport Some~
tImes the anti-wife had snakes growing out of her hair. But
Usually the anti-wife said just one sentence:
"I will not have that thing in my house."
It dido't matter what the thing was - a baseball bat, a
Weedeater, a "69 Hemi Cuda engine, the July issue of
Melons Monthly - whatever it was, the anti-wife would
point at it like it was three quarts of German shepherd puppy
doo. And I would say to myself, "I could swear she never
looked like that when I first met her." What happened? Did
she go to the Neiman-Marcus beauty spa and turn in her fake
arms and legs and eyebrows and get her real ones back? I'm
talking about physical stuff - as if I married a bionic wife,
but the bionic wife was just a temporary model. When the
batteries run down, it becomes ...
The anti-wife!
I've even got pictures to prove it. Here's the wife, 1984,
looking like the checkout girl at Eckerd's drugstore. She
smiles at strangers. Her eyes sit back in her face where they
belong. Her legs have curves in them. And then here's the
wife in 1988, when she's become the anti-wife. We're
talking bug -eyed lizard lady, with more bulges than a fat
man's lawn chair.
Then there's the money thing.
1984: "I don 'treally care about money. You handle it."
1988: "You owe me!"
Every time the anti-wife shows up, I feel like Paul
Newman in "The Hustler" when he has to face George C.
Scott at the end.
"fou owe me money!"
The anti-wife is certain that you're hiding her money,
or making more money than she knows about, or secretly
working a night shift at K-Mart to cheat her out of eigftty
bucks a week.
And then the most amazing thing happens. The antiwife changes back. She mutates. You run into her in the
mall, and there she is again, 1984 Model - arms, legs,
eyebrows, everything in the right place. St.! even smiles at
you. She's gone bionic again.
I'm telling you guys this for your own good. Don't fall
for it. The parts can be traded in. Within two months of your
marrying her, you know what you're gonna here:
"I will not have that thing in my house:'
Why am I telling you this? Because there's been about

"Night Angel."
Meet lsa Anderson, mysterious European model making her frrst fIlm. Maybe your average guy would think
something's wrong when a beautiful woman walks up to
him wearing black fingernail polish, breathes in his ear,
starts doing the multiplication tables with her pelvis, and
then suggests they go to her place for three days of animal
sex. Your average guy would think, "Hey, something's
wrong her." Right?
Wrong!
Your average guy is an idiot!
Your average guy goes home with this woman, and she
sticks those fmgemails in his heart and sucks the blood out
through her veins.
lsa Anderson, the night angel of the title, is simply the
anti-wife-one woman in the disco, a very differenl woman
at home.
It turns out that this lady is the original anti-wife, a
woman named Lilith who was Adam's fll'St wife. She
dumped him, ran out ofEden , uconsorted with demons," and
for the rest of human history she's been out there, hanging
around the bar at closing time, stuffing quarters in the old
alimony jukebox. Only this lady doesn't just want your subwoofers. This lady wants ... well ... she wants your subwoofers.

~uesday

February

1991

There's only one thing that can stopher-the true love
of a woman for a man. And the woman i Debra Feuer
Mickey Rourke's girlfrien4, because they figured, if ~
woman can live with Mickey Rourke, she can mana a
little 8,OOO-year-old devil woman.
And, oh yeah, one more thing. Lilith plan to tum the
whole world into sex-crazed zombies by posing for the
cover of Siren, a high fashion magazine, and putting a lot of
subliminal messages in there like "Have sex with the c1eaning lady today." Unfortunately, in order to do that, he has
to have crazed devil sex with the editor of Siren, Karen
Blac~ and the way she does it is ... no, in talk about it now ~
I'll never be able to forget iL
A very scary movie.
Twelve breasts, including two that can talk. Seven dead
bodies. Throat slitting. Spike impaIemenL Devil-goddes
disco dancing. Tonnenting midget. Tire toollhrough the
leg. Claw through the heart. One fJIeball. One slime
woman. Aardvarking. Gratuitous Karen Blac. ung Fu.
Lee Press-on Fu. Binhstone Fu. Drive-in Academy A ard
nominations for !sa Anderson (when they sa thi woman
will break your hean, they mean she'll break yOUT heart ;
Debra Fuer, as the good girl, for saying ''I'm sorry - I th·
the wine is getting to me"; Linden Ashby, as the assistant
magazine editor, for saying -"The world needs beaut ~
desperately"; and Dominique Othenin-Girard the director
- not bad for a French guy.
Four stars. Joe Bob says check it out.

IS~ Rnd~rson, sttJrof -Night Rngel, - the movie that tJsks the que tion -WouJdyou go home
WIth thIS woman? Think of the cosmetics bills.-
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SPORTS

Lady Chants Open Softball Season
by Wayne White
After relying on "unleaded gas" for the last four seasons,
Coach Jess Dannelly will run his team on "rocket fuel" in
1991.
Linda Olson, who graduated after last season, led the
Lady Chants from the pitching mound by picking apart the
comers of the plate and keeping hitters off balance with a
slow changeup.
Now the leader on the hill throws gas ... MAJOR GAS.
MichelleHallreturnsforhersophomoreseasonafterleading
Coastal to a 34-21 record, ranking her 15th in the nation in
wins last season.
"We live and die with Hall," Coach Dannelly said. "She
will be called on to throw a lot of complete games and even
come in and save a few that she does not start. There will also
be days she will pitch every game we play that day."
The pressure to lead a team is nothing new.for Hall. As
a high school senior at James Madison High School in
Vienna, Va., she compiled a 17-0 record, with a 0.03 earned
run average. Hall also struck out 178 batters, while on her
way to becoming the winning pitcher in the state champ ionship game.
When Hall does not get the call, Dannelly will rely on
red-shirt freshman Kjersti Pratt to take over on the mound.
Pratt, who dislocated her knee prior to last season, has come
back strong.
"While we live and die with Hall, we also live and die
with Kjersti," said Coach Dannelly, who has compiled a 7962 record in three years at the helm of the Lady Chants.
"Anytime Kjersti pitches five or more innings, it is a game
we can win."
With the pitching staff frrmly in place, the spark to light
the gas comes from a solid defense.
Hall and Pratt's battery-mates will be senior Becky
Andrews, freshman Beth Park, or sophomore Michelle Byrd.

After losing two-time all-conference first baseman
Susette Stone to graduation, Byrd will probably get the nod
at frrst. Andrews will also see some action at frrst base.
At second, Coastal will platoon between senior captain
Tina Williamson, sophomore Lori Meador, freshman Michelle Minton, and freshman walk-on Courtney Carlson.
Williamson, who started the majority of last season's
games at second, becomes the team's captain after walking
on as a freshman. She is only the third team captain that
coach Dannelly has had in his 15 years of coaching.
At shortstop is junior Dee Craft, who has established
herself as Coastal's most consistent fielder over the past two
seasons.
The hot spot, third base, will also see a platoon of
players, with Meador, Byrd, and Minton seeing the most
action.
The outfield is fully stocked as two starters return from
the 1990 squad. Sophomore Jennifer Bolebruch returns to
play left field and Jami Long, who played right field last
season, will move to center to fill the void left by Michelle
Romano. Others that will see some playing time in the
outfield are Williamson and freshman Tonya Moses.
With the gas on the pitchers mound and the spark in the
field, the explosion is in the Lady Chant's bats. After Coach
Dannelly and his troops made many improvements to the
field, Coastal fans can look for some pop from the plate.
"Last season we moved the fence in from 250 to 200 feet
to comply with NCAA rules," pannelly said. "While this
was the major reason, it will also help our hitters because of
our team's power."
Like coaches always say, "The coach knows best"
Just three games after moving the fence in last season,
Hall exploded for two homeruns, the frrst of which was a
grandslam. Hall ended the season with 12RBI'sanda.242
batting average.

Michelle Hall winds up to throw a pitch. The
team will rely on her ability a grea t deal in
the coming season.
Williamson is Coastal's leading returning hitter with a
.260 batting average last season.
The power surge will pick up this season as· Hall,
Williamson, Byrd, and Long can all hit the long ball.
As Coach Dannelly looks over his inventory of fuel,
sparks, and explosions, the 1991 Coastal softbali season is
sure to. ~ a BANG.

Intramurals Announce
Upcoming Events
Submitted by
Intramural Office
The staff of Coastal's intramural office welcomes everyone back for the spring, and takes this opportunity to
inform everyone about what we have to offer.
Sunday, January 19 we held our second intramural
games night. Almost 100 people were on hand to participate
in the activities offered, which include: basketball, volleyball, racquetball, open pool, and more. Everyone who
attended was treated to free pizza and soda at the end of the
evening.
Racquetball play began January 30, and will continue
throughout February.
Open entries for bowling begin Friday, January 25, and
will
close on Monday, February 4. Bowling takes place at
Ouring a volleyball game at Intramurals
Waccamaw
Lanes in the evening, and participants receive a
6ame Night, Brian 60show watches as his
student
discount.
teammate leaps to spike the ball.

Open entries for walleyball began Friday, February I,
and will close on Monday, February II, at 5:00 p.m. For
those who do not know, walleyball is volleyball played
inside a racquetball court. It's a lot of fun and can be enjoyed
by everyone.
Free aerobics sessions for all those who wish to get in
shape began January 21. Sessions are scheduled for Mondays and Wednesdays from 3 :30 to 4:30 p.m., and Tuesdays
and Thursdays from 6:00 to 7:00 p.m. Aerobics sessions are
held in the dance studio at the P.E. Center.
Intramural5-on-5 basketball play began on January 23
and will continue throughout February, so come on out and
watch.
One last item, the intramural office recently moved to
WBAX I, which is directly behind the P .E. Center. Our new
hours are Tuesday through Friday, 2:00 to 5:00 p.m. Stop by
and visit, or call at 349-2380.

Dunkin Exerts ro
by Wayne White
Look, up in the sky. It's a bird, it's a plane ... nah, it's
just Tony "Slam" Dunkin.
Coastal's sophomore sensation Tony Dunkin brings
about memories of Supennan when he steps onto the hard'Wood. The 6'7" forward from Rains, S.C., was named the
Big South Conference Player and Rookie of the Year last
. season and is leading Coastal in scoring and rebounding this
season. .
Fans of Coastal Carolina basketball see "Slam" Dunkin
as a great basketball player with a lot of intensity and drive.
They also see a player that has the wild look of a madman in
his eyes.
"M y aggressive style of play is something that I picked
up from playing pick-up games with my cousins and friends
when I was young," Dunkin said. "I got a lot of my intertsity
from Coach Taft Watson at Terrells Bay High School.
Coach Watson drilled us on being number one. He always
said that coming in second place is like kissing your sister
and there is no thrill in kissing your sister."
Dunkin's intensity level runs so high that teammates and
~
Chanticleer fans can feel the electricity in the air.
''When 'T. Dunk' gets an alley-oop slam it real Iy gets the
crowd into the game and gets the team going," said senior
point guard Robert Dowdell. "When he dunks, everyone
knows that it is the beginning of a good run for u ."
Ah, yes ... the dunk. Tony's trademark has quickly become an alley-oop tomahawk jam from either Dowdell or
Brian Penny.
"I have loved the dunk since high school," Dunkin said.
"When I dunk it really lifts the rest of my game to another
level."
. Dunkin not only commands cheers and words of praise
from his teammates and fans, but opposing coaches also
respect his talents.
Against Western Carolina, Dunkin led the Chants with
25 points. In trying to devise a way to stop Dunkin's barrage,
Western Carolina coach Greg Blatt thought he might try a
new defense.
"You have heard of a box and one, well we are going to
use a one and box," Blatt said. "We are going to put one
player in the middle and four around Dunkin."
This plan to top Dunkin' intense on-court play was not
the first time that a coach has tried to devise a defense to stop
this great talent Dunkin'sfuture tardom became evident as
his high school career blo somed.
Dunkin was a three time all-conference section at Terrells Tony "Slam Dunkin goes up to slam another one through the hoop to p
Bay High School and garnered the South Carolina CIa s A eHcitement for the team and the crowd.
State Player of the Year award as a senior. His election as accompli h more alone."
.Il n t allo him 1 q It anythm
the state's top Class A prepster stemmed from a 31.0 points
The knee problem not only caused Dunkin to
um
I )L1n Ill' inner dri e th fact that
per game average during the 1987-88 season.
isolated from his playmates but It almost ended his day
becomes inten ity inlen I led.
The intense player that people see on the court disap- a basketball player. After being looked at by doctor ,it was
~'When I ee my little boy m the tand , I I an pli tm
pears as soon as the final buzzer sounds. This personality advised that Dunkin top playing roundball before he caused experienc to m e me pIa even hard
gives way to a person that is quiet and mild mannered. serious injury.
want 10 alway give 100 percent
u
Again, the remembrance of Superman or, in this case, Clade
"When the doctor frrst told me not to play, I wa scared," up to me and tell m he did not do h·
Kent.
Dunkin said. "So I quit, but no pain, no gain. I think I quit very disappointed. I want to et a
mpl
u
The easygoing Dunkin is shy and very soft spoken. This for about a week."
most im rtanl thing in life I to do your be 1and try hard.
vast difference in his manner began as a sixth grader with
After sitting around the house that week and doing
With Dun in's values about li~ in or er, there J
knee problems.
nothing, Dunkin's mother had seen enough.
reasontodoubtthathisgoalo playingpro e lOnal
ethall
"My knees turned in when I was a kid, so I had to wear
"My mother wanted me to keep playing because she will not be reached.
braces on both legs," Dunkin said. "Because of these big knew how much I loved the game," Dunkin said. "} owe
"Every athlete has the aspiration to play pro ball m
braces, my cousins that had played with me before I got them everything athletically and as a student to my mother. If not day," Dunkin said. 4'1 have a dream of leavin colleg and
stopped playing with me. They were scared that they would for her, I do not think I would even be in college today. She signing a big contract I go to leep e ery night than m
catch some disease that I had."
knew that I would not make it after sitting around the house about it"
"After a while, it all blew over, but because of this I stay. a week."
ith hi goal in sight, all Dunkin can do i sa • "Up up,
more to myself. I stay to myself because I feel that I can
These hard times helped Dunkin form an inner drive that and away."
II
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flAMPUS NEWS
Play Deemed
"Raging S~ccess

The new Psi Chi officers are, pictured left to right, vice-president Uirginia Murphy,
treasurer Christine O'Rourke, secretary Sheila Rogers, and president Lyda Liz Greene.

Psi Chi Elects Officers

association (APA) and a member of the Association fo
College Honor Societies.
The Coastal Chapter of Psi Chi, the National Honor
Th curent members are: Patsy Alexander, Kimberly
Society in Psychology, initiated 17 students and installed Beverly, Michael A. Campi, Julia Crawford, Marta Donato,
1990-91 officers at a special ceremony at the college.
Meira Dozier, Patricia Foley, Annette Graham, Wanda
The National Society of Psi Chi was founded in 1929 for Graham, Susan Gray, LydaLiz Greene, Elsie Marie Lovero,
the purposes of encouraging, stimulating, and maintaining Janet Massingill, Connie McGee, Virginia Murphy, Lois
excellence in scholarshipo and advancing the science of Norket, Dianne Nordeen, Christine ORourke, John Price,
psychology.
MargaretPacileo, Missy Ponder, KjerstiPratt, ShielaRogers,
Membership is open to graduate and undergraduate men Dena Russell, Tracy Tisdale, Linda Werner, and Raquel
and women who are making the study of psychology one of Yusko. Faculty members are: Dr. B. Albiniak, Dr. T.BOyd,
their major interests and who meet the minimum qualifi- Dr. R. Eaglin, Dr. W. Hills, Dr. R. Ingle, Dr. J. Piroch, Dr.
cations. Psi Chi is an affliate of the American Psychological E. Puskar, Dr. P. Stanton.
by Lyda Liz Greene

by Tricia Grant
Last Monday night all of Wheelright's 800 seats were
fIlled. The occasion was "Romeo and Juliet," presented by
a professional acting company from the Kennedy Center.
This company tours the whole country, performing for large
as well as small audiences.
I was a little surprised to see, in one of the opening acts,
a fight in which a coal scuttle was used as a shield, a shovel
was a sword, as well as other everyday utensils which were
used in the impromptu fight. This idea was refreshing, and
when the Capulets and Montagues met again, they were all
fully armed with swords. The costumes, as well, were
slightly non-traditional. The men's attire looked like the
1800' s, with the women's being at times traditional, and at
times not.
The play was a complete delight and was, I am certain,
enjoyed even by those who don't care for the formal
language of Shakespeare. Romeo and Juliet were cast very
well. They looked and spoke just like you would expect
them to. Although they were both several years older, they
both looked sixteen. As you might expect from a Kennedy
Center Tour, the acting was very well done and much of
Shakespeare's ribald humor came through in several scenes.
I sincerely hope that you are now saying to yourself,
"Gee, I wish I'd gone." Well, you are in luck. Our own
excellent theater department will present Agatha Christie's
"Mousetrap" on March 1,2 and 3. This production is being
directed by our newest theater professor, Ken Parks. Part of
what makes Coastal such a great school is the cultural
opportunity available here. Don't miss out next time!

.,....•
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Save Our Natural
Resources

TheArtDepartmentisho tinganexhibitbyVirginiaarti tsEugen Roy angoandE er:
inro." m WeOJl(~srularv
6 through Tuesday, March 5 in the Gallery of the Graduate and Continuing Edu ati n Bwldin ,I ted n th
An opening reception free to the public ill held ednesda February 6 from 2: t :
the Graduate and Continuing Education Building.
Vango is chainnan of the Department of Art at Virginia State Uni ersit in Petersburg, a. HI
many exhibitions and has won numerou awards for best-in- ho graphic and oil and a
invitational shows. He has also illustrated two boo .
A native of orfolk, Va., Vango has a master's degree in fine arts from Penn
post-graduate work at Michigan State University and teh art tuden Leagu 0
Winrow's work has appeared in one-man and group show in place uch as e
or.
Museum, orfolk State University. and orth Carolina Agricultural and Technical tal ni r · . Hi
graphic arts painting. Winrow has also done mrn documentaries on blac artis from ir ·· a.
Born in ew Jersey and now living in Lonan, a, Winro has a bachelor degree in art edu a · n
Institute of Art and a master's degree in art education from irginia Common elath Uni e
For more infonnation, contact Charles Wright in cOastal' Art Department at 44 -14 1,
extension 2701.

Attention students, faculty,
and staff of Coastal Carolina College:
Take part in the global recycling
campaign. The beautiful tropical landscapes of Jamaica and many other lands
are being destriyed by the mining of
bauxite, the ore from which aluminum
is refined. The Society of the Undersea
World has inheirited the respon~ibility
of properly disposing of your aluminum. Please throw your drink cans in
the correct bins around campus. We
would also appreciate if everyone refrained from throwing other trash In
these bins.

Ya
I

e e

Coastal student Kathleen Yahn is the recipient of the first annual Spirit of or in
a Surfside Beach residenl
Selection for the Spirit of ursing Award is based on community adnprofe ional in vol
and academic excellence. The award is given by the Anny urse Corps in cooperalJOfl with the Naloonat
association.
Yahn'sname will be ubmiucd for national competition in which a tudent will
leeted rom am n
school recipients. The student selected to receive the national award will be honored April 1
Association annual convention in San Antonio, Texas.

ga z
Management
Club Sponso s o
The Wall School of Business Administration and Computer Science will hold the second in a series of forums caned
"The Wall School of Business and the Community" on Wednesday, Febraury 6 at 3:30 p.m. in Room 205 of the Student
Center. The forum is free and open to the public.
The forum will feature a panel of marketing leaders from the community who will discuss the expectation they have
for college students entering the work force with business backgrounds.
Included on the panel are: Kim Fox of Davis Advertising, Inc.; Linda Hays of C & S Bank; Marsha Parker of Coastal
Federal Savings Bank; Dick Scott of the Hilton Hotel; Jimmy Walters of the Myrtle Beach Department of Parks
Recreation; and Matt Sedota of WNMB Radio.
The forum will be moderated by Marios Katsioloudes, assistant professor of management at Coastal, and lie<)~e:11
Magrath Jr., executive vice president of Peoples Federal Savings and Loan Association. Magrath is also the chainnan
the Institutional Support Committee of the Board of Visitors of the Wall School of Business.
The forum is sponsored by Coastal's Management and Organization Club, and the Instituitional Support Committee
the Board of Visitors of the Wall School of Business.

A BIG CHAl GE FROM

md

Students Win Photograp
Three Coastal art students are the winner of top honors in a photography contest sponsore by the American Library
Association, World Book, Inc. and Chap n Memorial Library.
Mary Klein, a senior from ~,fyrtle Beach, has won flISt place in the area competition; Bill McConnick, a junior from
Surfside Beach, has won second place; and Donna Tolar, a senior from Surfside Beach, has won third place.
Cash prizes totalling $100 were provided by the Grand Str'dIld Section of the American Institute of Architects.
Contest entries had to reflect teh theme "Year of the Lifetime Reader."
The photos are n display in Chapin Memorial Library at 400 14th Avenue orth in Myrtle Beach, the photographs
will be forwarded to the Library of Congres in Washington D.C. in February for national competition. Winners in the
national competition will be announced during National Library Week, April 14 to 20.

THE ORn ARY
FAST FOOD TASTE.
COMPLE ENT YOUR

EAL:

• Homemade biscuits· San che & ugge s
• Beer battered onion rings • Com
• Com muffins • Cajun-styf rica· BB bea
• Co e slaw • Chicken gumbo ste

Attention
and tafT: Receive a 15% Di coun
on any purchase with Coastal Identification.
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Students, F_aculty , and Staff
Adorn Dedicatory Tree
The war in the Panama Gulf affects people everywhere.
Students, faculty, and staff turned out for the on-campus
observance ceremony held on January 23, in spite of the
cold and windy weather. "Prayers for Understanding a
World in Distress," took place on the steps of the Student
Center.
Prayers were led by Dr. Bob Robinson and Dr. Ron
Lackey. The concert choir chimed in for the hymn chorus.

Approximately 150 spectators solemnly gathered around
a large evergreen tree that was dedicated to the soldiers in
the Gulf. Beside the tree stood an American flag held
against the wind by Tricia Grant
The tree stood above an altar that held all of the Allies
flags. Next to the flags sat a candle that has been kept
burning since.
Yellow ribbons and cards were distributed so that

anyone with loved ones in the Gulf could write their name
on the card and tie it to the tree. Following the prayers most
of the people present lined up to tie a card to the tree. After
the ceremony, the branches were crowded with yellow and
white dedications.
The tree has since been poued and stands in the Student
Center. Eventually it will be planted on campus in honor of
our troops.

FEATURE
Studen ts, faculty, and s B ff lin up to I
cards to the dedicatory tree out ide th
Student Center. Yellow ribbon were u d
to attach the cards which had the name of
loved ones stationed in the Per ian ulf.
Cards can s till be attached to the tr
which now stands inside the ludent Cent r.

Professor Richard Collin discusses the current political nature of the PersitJn

ulf.

G
a

A war teach-in was held on Thursday, January 24. The
lectures and question/answer session were organized for
one purpose - to educate.
Students, staff, and faculty listened as the speakers
shared their knowledge and experiences.
The teach-in had a flavorful diversity as all of the
speakers had unique backgrounds.
Dr. Richard Collin, professor of political science at
Coastal, talked about the political nature of the Persian Gulf
area. Collin has spent many years studying and teaching the
mechanics of Middle Eastern politics. He has also worked
in the Pentagon.
The second guest speaker was Lt. Col. Pat Roman, a
Lt. Col. Pat Roman demonstrates the type
nurse in the U.S. Air Force. Prior to the January 15 war
of chemical protection gear used by soldiers
deadline imposed by the United Nations Security Council,
in the Persian 6ulf.
Roman was stationed in Saudi Arabia with Air Force and

Anny troops.
her
Roman talked about the culture and custom,
daughter, Debbie Rahn, SGA Vice Presi en mode ed a
Saudi Arabian casual garment. Roman also brought 'th
her the standard unifoRn and chern' cal protectio gear
issued by the government. Roman di played and dem nstraLed the gas mas and other protective ear.
Andrew Shain reporter for "The Sun ew,' as th
ea
hi
[mal guest speaker for the afternoon. Shain
experience as a member of the media in Saudi Arabia. H
spent his time in the Middle East with the 354 Tactical
Fighter Wing that was deployed from th Myrtl Bea hAir
Force Base.
Each speaker had an interestin story that ga e th
audienceabroadovervie of the war. Everyone'sq ti
were satisfied with kno ledgeable explanations.
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SGA is sending letters to the 354th Tactical
Fighter Wing and Coastal students in the
Gulf. Anyone interested in writing a letter
should contact Debbie Rahn in the SGA office ar at extension 2320.

IN
JUST
ONE
WEEK.

Earn up to $1000 in one week
for your campus organization.

Plus a chance at $5000 more!
This program works!
No investment needed.

Call 1·800-932-0528 Ext. 50

Cruise Ship Jobs
HIRING Men - Women. Summerl
Year Round. PHOTOGRAPHERS.
,",,-OUR GUIDES, RECREATION PERSONNEl.
Excell~nt pay plus FREE trav~/ .. Caribbean,
HawaII, Bahamas, South PaCIfIC, Mexico.
CALL NOWI Call refundable.

1-206-736-0775. Ext.~

ater

prinl

CAl LAB

ACE

8:30 AM - 8:30 PI
. ' FRIDAY • 8:30 AM - 4:00 PM
SUNDAYS • 2:00 PM - 7:00 PM

MONDAY - THURSDAY •

MATH LAB • ACEN 4
8:30 ~AM - 3:30 PM
8:30 AM - 12:30 PM

MONDAY - THURSDAY •
FRIDAY •

WRITING CENTER
ACENl
8:30 AM - 2:30 PM
8:30 AM - 12:30 PM

MONDAY - THURSDAY •
FRIDAY •

FOREIGN LANGUAGE LAB
ACEN7
MONDAY - FRIDAY •

8:30 AM - 4:30 PM

DONIT MISS THE BOAT!!!!
Start the Spring Semester off RIGHT by
using the best resources available.••

The
Academic
Center

INFO
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Summer Thea
Exciting Job

PI

Some of the nation's most exciting summer theatre
opportunities exist far from the major population centers:
.They are with the country , s outdoor historical drama groups.
From "Cry of the Wild Ram" on Kodiak Island, Alaska, to
''The Lost Colony" on Roanoke Island, .C., these original.
plays, based on actual events and performed where the
events took place, now number more than 75 nationwide.
Each summer some 4,200 actors, singers, dancers, and
technicians, most of whom are college or university students, fmd jobs in outdoor drama.
On Saturday, March 23, thirteen outdoor historical
drama groups from seven states will be on the campus of the
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill auditioning
college and university student performers and technicians
for summer jobs. Although most jobs are non-union, three
companies will be hiring union actors and offering contracts
on the Actors Equity Association Membership Candidacy
Program. This program allows non-union performers the
opportunity to build credit toward membership in Actors
Equity, the professional union for actors and stage managers. The auditions, sponsored by the Institute of Outdoor
Drama, are open to anyone at least18 years of age with
previous theatre training or experience. A $15, nonrefundable
application fee is required.
Outdoor historical drama is rich in opportunities, for
performer and technician alike, to hone special skills. Stunt
and combat professionals train and rehearse actors whose
safety depends on intense concentration, meticulous
blocking, and rigorous rehearsal. Pyrotechnicians, artificers
trained to handle period weaponry and explosives, horseback
riders and wranglers, fight directors, historians, and speech
consultants are among those contributing special expertise

to productions. The design, installation and maintenance of
sophisticated equipment for sound, voice reinforcement,
special effects, and lighting all require illed staff and
state-of-the-art technology.
Outdoor theatre offers college and university students
the opportunity to use and expand theatre skill in an
unconventional theatre environment Being part of a large'cast, long-run production provides invaluable experience.
The outdoor amphitheatre, with its requirements of vocal
and physical projection, challenges the performer trained in
traditional theatre to discover new limits.
Competing for the attention of the audience with tree
frogs, heat lightning, and that bane of the outdoor theatre
the sudden summer storm, are all part of a night's work! The
outdoor setting also poses a unique set of technical problem
for which imaginative, creative solutions must be found.
In some outdoor dramas, the setting itself plays a rnajor
role. At "The Battle of Tippecanoe," in Indiana, the theatre
is located along the banks of the Wabash River, only a
stone's throw from the legendary battleground. At the
Waterside Theatre, the audience at "The Lost Colony' 100
over the stage and out to sea, watching with the actors for
ships from England. At Ohio' "Trumpet in the Lan " the
church is set ablaze; in "Tecumseh!" battle scene are taged
on horseback in the surrounding forest
Employment for students in an outdoor drama requires
a nine- to 14-week. commitment, including two wee of
rehearsal and up to 12 weeks of perfonnances. Companies
may offer additional productions, experimental theatre and
workshops, children's tbeatreproductions. and college credit
programs. Some of the major companies offer subsidized or
paid housing, or will assist in locating housing for company

Economic conditions and conventional wisdom indicate the job market will be flat for the next three to six
months, which is all the more reason for graduating seniors
to carefully consider their employment targets and to prepare thoroughly for their job searches,
The career placement office is a resour~e for all students, regardless of the geographical area to be targeted, to
receive assistance about the process of beginning the search
for professional employment. Written information. videos,
and worlcshops are available to familiarize students with
resume writing, interviewing. and business etiquette. Job
listings from national and regional recruitment databases
are accessible via computer tenninals on campus. Oncampus interviews are scheduled for Coastal and USCColumbia, but require student attendance at placement
orientation workshops.
Juniors and seniors interested in learning how to plan
and implement their job search should contact Mollie
Starbuck, Job Locator Sezvice in the Student Center. extension 2333.
Calendar of Events
Feb:uary 14 - Young Bankers Workshop. Columbia,

SC (contact Trenna Page)
February 19 & 20 - Busines Etiquette Workshop.
open to all students 11:3Oa.m.-l:00 p.m., SC 204.
February 26 - First Annual Prgfessional etworking
Dinner, by ticket only ( etwo[ 'ng opportunity for seniors
and local employers).
March 5 - Educational Recruitment Day, SC overflo •
3:00-5:00 p.m.
March 22 -Career Recruitment Day. Consortium Event
at Francis Marion College (sign up in the career placement
office).
Career Related Summer Job Opportunities
The placement office has received materials for application for a number of outstanding summer internship
placements. A few of these opportunities are listed below.
For information about other summer openingscootact Mollie
Starbuck or Cynthia Gilbert in the placement office. Student
Center, Room 206.
ational Institute or Environmental Health
Clerical and non-clerical (biological and physical science aides) - Graduate-level positions (if you plan to attend
graduate school) - Application deadline: April 15, 1991

The final deadline for receipt of applicati n
da
day. March 1 . To request appl" ati n rna na.
self-addressed, stampedenveJo
: Audition C rdina
Institute of Outdoor Drama, CB 3240 C
Plaza, University of orth Carolina, Chapel Hill, C 27 99.

ional e or in Dinn r
The career placem nt office and th
affairs will spOIl or the fIrst annual Prof;
ing Dinner on Tuesday, February 26 in th tu nt n .
Seniors who are intere ted in participatin can UTC
a bcket for the dinner from rnem
0 the Bu ine Clu
the Management and Organizauon Oub, the Ad enism
Club,
tudent affiliaae for the ational
Accountants and umbers and Byte .
The $10 tic et will allow studen to attend a fullservice, forrn8l meal with employers and Coastal alumni
(such as one might mcounter at a second in~ie ) and
participaae in a pre-dinner busine etiqueue
to
prepare for this unique opportunity. A list of participating
employcn will be made available Ihough clu and organizations and in the career placement offICe b February 15.
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Classified Listings
Job Opportunities
Accounting clerk, pay
based on experience.
Flexible hours. Surfside
area. Prefer seniors.
Accounting clerk, Conway
area, pay $5-$6 per hour.
Flexible
hours.
Qualifications--auditing and
tax courses; accounting
majors.
General office clerk. North
Myrtle Beach Area. Pay $4
per hour. Flexible hours
Monday-Friday.

Childcare Givers. Myrtle
Beach area $4-$4.25 per
hour. Hours 2:00 p.m. to
6:00 p.m.
Food service supervisors.
Myrtle Beach area. Weekly
wage, flexible hours, six
days per week.
No
experience necessary.
Cashier and bagger.
Myrtle Beach area. $4.50
per hour. Flexible weekend
hours.

Lifegaurd. Myrtle Beach
area.
Pay based on
experience. Flexible hours
on different days. Must be
certified lifesaver.
Wait persons. North Myrtle
Beach area Pay flexible.
Flexible hours and days.
Waitpersons. Barefoot
Landing. $2.01 per hour plus
tips. Hours and days flexible.
Sales clerk. Conway and
Surfside areas. Pay based
on experience. 4:00 p.m. to
9:00 p.m., flexible days.

F E

SCHOLARSHIP INFORMATION FOR
STUDENTS WHO NEED

ONEY FOR COLLEGE

Every Student is Eligible for Some lYpe of
Financial Aid Regardless of Grades or Parental Income.

• Many cholarships are given to students based on their academic inte,.sts.
career plans. family heritage and place of residence.
• There's money evan able for students who have been newspaper carriers,
grocery clerks, cheerleaders, non-sNokers ... etc.
• Results GUARANTEED.

CALL
ANYTIME

1-800-542-5174

ocky Horror
Pict re Show
Friday, March 8,
TV Lounge, SC,
begins at 10:00 p.m.
Water pistols, confetti, newspa
per, etc. will be provided.

INFO
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The Psych logy Clu
encourages student t
submit ntri

..

Entrie
10 t

@

* in blac and hit
*

repJ}esentational of a p
chological them

-

* uitable to print on a
shirt.

Dea line:

eb

Entrants hould print the
lal
urit
number of the de igneronl . Alon
with the entry include a 3" 5' card
with name, social security number, and
telephone number of the entrant.
All entrie hould be ubmitted to th
p ychology department.

Suomit Ylrcliarios
by March 6

Flas'iPoin
One Hour P
209- ~urt~l trt~t
Qr.onfua, QI. 29526
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Scott Joins Coastal While on Sabbatical
by Donna Radcliffe
In 1988, Dr. David B. Scott became a visiting scientist
and adjunct professor at Coastal Carolina College. The

Center for Marine Wetland Studies invited Scott to teach
and do research at Coastal this semester while he is on
sabbatical from Dalhousie University in Halifax. Nova
Scotia, Canada. He spent the fIrst part of his year .doing
research in Japan and will remain here until June.
Originally from California, Scott is a citizen of both the
USA and Canada. After completing two graduate degrees
in geology - an M.S. from the Western Washington State
College and a Ph.D. from Dalhousie University. Since then
he has been very active in the research community and has
published over 75 scientific reports.
Paleoceanography. an interdisciplanary field which
correlates oceanic conditions of the present day to those of
the past. is ' Scott's area of specialization. As a
paleoceanographer. he detects oceanographic changes by
examining microfossils 'and chemical elements in both
deep-sea and coastal sediment cores. Scott was the first to
use the tiny, shelled fossils known as Foraminifera as sea
level indicators in salt marsh deposits. Various groups of
those fossils are associated with specifIc climates and environments. The identification of the Foraminifera in the core

determines the general climate and environmental conditions (such as sea level). Because sediment and fossils
accumulate in layers. an approximate age can be found by
.
radiocarbon dating the layers.
Knowing the age. climate, and sea level position of a
specific site over a certain period of time allows a graph to
be charted for that location. When correlated with information from other sites. it is possible to determine such
, things as the frequency of glacial periods over time. Scott
has done research in Nova Scotia, California, South America,
and here.
When asked why he had chosen to come here, he said,
"An adequate sea level curve has not been done for this area,
and I would think it would be pretty important Because of
scientific advances, we know more about our environment
than ever. If we can get our sea level and climate models to
work in the past, there's a good chance we can get them to
work in the future."
In addition to research, Scott is teaching an upper-level
seminar on paleoceanography and global change, as well as
acting as an undergraduate research adviser for maiine
Oaue Scott, whose area of specialization is science students. Although Coastal's atmosphere is slightly
paleoceanography, is spending some time different from the research oriented Dalhousie, Scott likes
ate 0 a s tal tea chi n g and con d u c tin g it here.
I esearch.

WalliCollins

Sixteent A
Journa
All entries must have been published in a university or
"Rolling Stone" and Smith Corona are proud to ancollege
newspaper or magazine between April 1, 1990 and
n'Ounce the 16th Annual College Journalism Competition,
Aprill,I991.
Each entrant must have been a fu11- or partrecognizing excellence among today's college writers. The
in
an
accredited university or college during the
.
time
student
category winners will receive $2,500 each from "Rolling
school
year
in
which
his or her entry was published.
Stone" and a Smith Corona PWP 7000 Laptop Personal
,
Entries
must
be
received
by June 1. 1991. They cannot
Word Processor.
be
returned.
The
winners
will
be announced by fall 1991
"Rollong Stone" editors will judge the entries. Categories
and
will
be
notified
by
phone
or
mail. The names of the
are: entertainment reporting (proflles and news features on
winners
will
be
published
in
a
future
issue of "Rolling
music, film, sports, and personalities); essays and criticism
Stone."
(analytical, evaluative, or interpretive compositions on any
"Rolling Stone" reserves the right not to grant an award
subject); and general reporting (general news or investigative
when
judges deem it unwarranted.
reporting on any subject).
There is a limit of one entry per student in each category.
Each entrant must be accompanied by an entry form. Entry
forms may be duplicated. To facilitate judging, tear sheets

Writers' Groups
USC Coastal Carolina College
Sigma Tau Delta Writer ' Group
Frequency: monthly
, Location: Student Center 204
Time and Date: 7:30 p.m., 1st Tuesday of each month
For further info, call Dr. John Beard, 448-1481
extension 2462.
Chapin Memorial Library Writers' Group
Frequency: twice a month
Location: Chapin Memorial Library,
Conference Room
Time and Date: 1:30 - 3:30 p.m.,
1st and 3rd Thursdays.
For further info., call Peggy Underwood, 449-0600.
Women's Room
A feminist writers' group.
Location: Coastal Carolina College,
Kimbel Library 002.
Date: February 13
Topic: Alice Walker's "The Temple of My Familiar."
For more info., call Beverly Carter, 238-8733.
South Carolina Writers' Workshop,
Myrtle Beach Chapter
Frequency: twice a month
Location: USC Coastal Carolina College, Kimbel
Library 239
Time and Date: 7:00 p.m., 1st and 3rd Thursdays.
For further info., call Gloria Kinsler, 293-6089 after
5:00 p.m., or write to Scott Regan, P.O. Box 635,
Irmo, S.C. 29063.
Dues: $50 a year includes newsletter, annual conference and workshops.
Sponsors fiction and poetry contests.
"Crafting Plot in Fiction"
Myrtle Beach, Saturday, February 4, 9:00 a.m. - noon.
Cost $60 registration fee.
For more info., write SCWW address in Irmo.
'1~___;;;;;;;;iiii;;;;;;;;iiii;;;;;;;;iiii;;;;;;;;iiii;;;;;;;;iiii;;;;;;;;iiii;;;;;;;;iiii;;;;;;;;iiii;;;;;;;;iiii;;;;;;;;iiii;;;;;;;;iiii;;;;;;;;iiii--;;;;;;;;iiii--.I",

~ atinnal OInlle.g

lletr

st

This poetry contest is sponsored by American Collegiate Poets Anthology, International Pu lication , and I
all college and university students desiring to have their poetry anthologized. The first place winner ill recei e
second place will receive $50, third place 25, and fourth and fifth places will receive 20.00 each. Th deadJi for entn
is March 31. Any student is eligible to submit hi or her verse. All entries mu t original and unpu l' bed. P
previously printed in student publications are acceptable. All entries must be typed, double-spaced on one ide 0 the pag
only. Each poem must be on a separate sheet and must bear, in the upner left-hand comer, the nam and addre 0
student as well as the college attended. Put name and addre on envelope also.
There are no restrictions on form or theme but length should be no more than fourteen lines. Each poem m t ba e a
separate title. Small black and white illustrations are welcome. The judges' dec· ion will be final. Entran should ee
a copy of all ("ntries as they cannot be returned. Prize winners and all authors awarded publication will recei e a gold
certificate ten days after the deadline. I.P. will retain one-time publication rights for accepted poem . Foreign langua
m. All
poems are welcome. There is an initial $3 registration fee for the flfSt entry and a fee of 1 for each additional
entries must be postmarked not later than March 31 and fees be paid by cash. chec , or money order to: International
Publications, P.O. Box 44044-L, Los Angleles, Calif. 90044.

1991 ~orl~ls ~£st

!yort

Entire story should be on one typed, double-spaced page, and be no more ~ about 250 words long. Only one entry
is pennitted per pexson. Entries must be postmarked by February 15. Send SASE for manuscriopt return. Rinalis
ill
be published in "Sundog: The Southeast Review." The winner will be published in "Sundog" and will receive 1
d
a box of Florida oranges. Send entries to Jerome Stem, Short Short, English Deparunent. Florida State UniVt7S1t
Tallahassee, Fla 32806.
t

ij!1ye ~riter5' ~Drks1ynp

!tart 7 ictic~

Open to any writer residing in orth America. Peter Matthiessen is the final judge. The flJ'St place inner ill receiv
$500. The winning entry will be cOl!sidered for submission to "The Paris Review." lbe second place winner receive 2
and third place $100. The dt2dline for entries is March 31 and the entry feeis is. Send SASE for guideline to: The
Writers' Workshop. P.O. Box 696, Asheville, .C. 28802.

~nutq (!larDI ina Jlla\! 1 esti&aI
Competition for full-length plays, one-acts, and plays for young audiences. First prize is 1, , second prize . 7
JlIld third prize is $500. Production with travel and housing to attend rehearsals will be awarded to the frrst prize in r
and a possible reading for second and third place winners. The playwright must be a South CarOlina nati e, a current or
fonner resident. or have attended a school in South Carolina. There is a cast limit of eight, one set· pre erred. u mit
script only. The deadline is April 1. Submit scripts only to Jim Thigpen. Artistic Director. Tru
Theatre. Bo 11721,
Colombi~ S.C. 29211.
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The Articles of
The Shotgun Constitution

SIGMA PHI EPS LON

I -Legal Terms

Henceforth, the term "shotgun" shall be used in reference to the following: the
forward right passenger seat of the vehicle in question, or the option to occupy any seat
in the vehicle in question. The proper term for any other seats in the vehicle shall be as
follows: "rear-left," or "rear-right," or "bitch" (refering to rear-center). Under no
conditions may "driver" be called, unless in a purely joking fashion.
II -Calling Shotgun

The shotgun position may be "called" by saying "I call shotgun" or empha. IZIng
the word shotgun in a sentence, as long as the following conditions are met:
A The owner of said vehicle always exercises the shotgun oplJon If he/she IS not
dnving. Thus, if for any reason the owner is incapacitated (by inebnatJon
perhaps) to the point of stupor, he/she wiII still get shotgun, providing the)' \\ am
it The owner of the vehicle however, may nOl call shotgun for anyone else

B. Shotgun may only be called when the driver of said vehicle is "enroute" to the
vehicle Enroute meaning walking to the car for the clear intent of dnvlng \' Ilh no
delay. An enroute situation may be reasonably established if; the driver reaches
for the car keys and says "lets go," or obviously begins walking to\l/ards the car to
dnve It. The jingling of the car keys is always a good sign of "enroute."

C. No person may call shotgun if the right-hand seat is already "enthroned .. The
enthronement policy entitles any person who is already seated in the right hand
seat full protection under Shotgun Law, however you may not enthrone your -elf
after shotgun has been called except as provided for under Secllon D.

D There IS the opportunity for those mental dwarfs who always forget to cal!
shotgun to redeem themselves. Though rarely used, the "Physical Chalknge . 111.1
be used to oust those sOlveling brats who always call hotgun. Any form 01
phYSical Violence may be employed to obtain the shotgun position, though :h1 1
USuJlty frowned upon if resorted to regularly.
III-Th "Dick" Clause

ROSS

Display your QUALITY---------

30 Oolong

3 Limb
erb Of pea
am.ly
12 Expunges
14 Printer s
easure
15 Expert
17 Saint: abbr.
18 Perform
20 Take unlawfully
21 Goddess of
Ischlef
22 Falsehoods
24 Household pet
25 Distance
measure
26 Detective:
colloq.
28 Banished from
one's country

32 Sewing
mplement
35 GUides
38 Monster
39 Snare
<11 Break suddenly
42 Greek 'sland
43 Strip of leather
45 Cravat
46 Spanish for
"yes"
47 Confined
49 Compass point
50 Book of Old
Testament
52 Joined
54 Subject of
discourse
55 Small stoves

DOWN

e
eekly
~rDsswDrd

PUZLle

Wntmg
Implement
2 Note of scale
3 Abstract being
4 Diving birds

5 Sew
6 Tell
7 City In RUSSIa
8 Insane
9 Equally
10 Cuddle up
11 Tolls
13 Spirited horse
16 Meadow
19 Seesaws
21 Bodily infirmity
23 Tanned skin
25 Soils with mud
27 Hindu cymbal
29 Indian memonal
post
32 Din
33 Self-centered
person
34 All
35 Sculptured
likeness
36 Lifts
37 Haste
40 Sea eagle
43 Stalk
44 Shut up
47 That woman
48 Noise
51 Symbol for
thorium
53 Symbol for
tantalum

COlllGE PRESS SERVICE

Presented as a Public Service Announcement

Tuesday, .February 5 1991

'90-'91YEA
.The Atheneum has been completed and will be arriving soo .
Reserve your copy now! Contact the office of the Atheneum at
extension 2332 or look for salespeople.

Authority to commit Americans
to battle anywhere in the world
ha~
bt!en surreptitiously
transferred from the Congress
of the United States to the United
Nations Organization.

'iii

REAL but concealed objective is
to place military power of the
United tates at the disposal of
the United Nations ecurity
Council (war-waging arm of the
UN), to force all nations into line
and to deliver them up t "The
New \Vorld Order".
DEBATE between Congressman
Richard L. Ottinger, Director,
United tates Committee on the
United Nations, and Archibald E.
Roberts, LtCol,AUS, ret, Director,
Committee to Restore the Constitution, reveals unconscionable UN strategy of 'perpetual
war for perpetual peace' - in
Korea, Vietnam and Mideast.
SEND SASE # 10 for FREE, fully
documented testimony, "Should
the United States PartiCipate and
Encourage Development of the
United Nations".
INQUIRY may determine if men.
money and resources of this
Nation are committed to "War in
the Gulf" without consent of
Congress.
COMMITTEE TO RESTORE
THE CONSTITUTION®
A Colorado Non-Profit Corporation
P.O. Box 986, Fort Collins. CO 80522
(303) 484-2575
(Ask for Col. Roberts)

PUZZLE SOLUTION

Alot
Whenever there's drinking or drugs things can get out of hand.
So ies no surprise that many campus rapes involve alcohol.
But you should know that under any circumstances sex without
the other person's consent is considered rape. A felon~ punishable
by prison. And drinking is no excuse.
Thaes wh~ when you ~ ies good to know what your limit are.
You see, a little sobering thought now can save you from a big
problem later.
t 1990 Rape Trealmenl Center. Slnta MOllica HospItal

9
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A IimHed number will be sold
at this super price

The Conway
For 11 easons
s.c.
1410 MIn Pond Rd., CooNay.
(BesKie Food Lion)

